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OVERVIEW
Oca Tours was founded in 2006 with the aim of offering reliable,
high-class land transport of persons. Transfers are made locally
(Bucharest), nationally (Romania) and internationally. The company
operates a fleet of over 40 limousines, and offers limousine &
chauffeur rental.

Oca Tours aims to provide the best ground transportation to all
customers in Romania by providing new, discrete in traffic, reliable,
safe, comfortable, and stylish cars and mannered, serious, business
attired, courteous, and prompt chauffeurs.

Our ground transportation services are available 24/7 all around the
year. Orders can only be made through our web application or via
telephone (+40 723 217 073).

In order to accomplish our mission, we have always recruited
experienced chauffeurs. In addition, we constantly update our car
fleet, conduct scheduled vehicle inspections and chauffeur training
programs to ensure that each customer travels safely and securely
when using our service.

Serving the entire Romania area, our company specializes in
transfers to and from Bucharest (Henri Coanda/Otopeni and
Baneasa) airports as well as city-to-city, round trips or limousine and
chauffeur rental for special occasions.

Our company carries out its activity based on the owned transport license.

With us you benefit from the highest quality transfers, reliable, comfortable
and stylish vehicles, and mannered English speaking chauffeurs ready to
ensure that your trip is an enjoyable experience.

TEAM
Seriousness, elegance and professionalism are the hallmarks of each
member of Oca Tours team. Our chauffeurs are selected based on very
strict criteria, each of them having the following certifications /
accreditations:
• Valid driving license
• Certiﬁed passengers’ transport
• Defensive driving course
• First aid course
• Commentary drive

Our chauffeurs are always prompt, courteous and business attired.
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Our fleet is well maintained, all vehicles being regularly technically inspected.
Based on the desire to ensure safe and comfortable transfers all cars are
equipped with latest safety and climate systems. Also, the aesthetic side is not
neglected, therefore all vehicles are impeccably clean both inside and outside.

SERVICES

For customers who want a safe,
comfortable and punctual transfer
from / to the airport.
Whether you are flying into “Henri
Coanda” or Baneasa International
Airport, Oca Tours will meet your
flight and shuttle you to desired
destination in style and comfort.
Transfers can be done for individuals
or at a group level.

Oca Tours provides discrete, reliable,
safe, comfortable, stylish limousine
services for corporate transfers in
Romania every day. We service
companies large and small, from
fashion to finance.
Our fleet of 40 vehicles allow
companies to tailor corporate
transfers according to their specific
needs.
We know the importance of
providing business travellers with a
reliable chauffeur driven service
especially nowadays when the
needs of the corporate traveller have
changed. Time is more valuable
than ever, flexibility is critical, and
safety is unquestionable.

For city-to-city count on Oca Tours
for the reliable, comfortable,
elegant logistical support.
Our chauffeurs are trained
professionals who will provide
perfect services with good
knowledge of local areas and who
are ready to be flexible with your
on-the-spot requests.

For both round trips and multi-city,
multi-stop trips, count on Oca Tours
for the reliable, comfortable,
elegant logistical support.
Whether you are looking for a
business round trip, or a multi-city,
multi-stop trip with Oca Tours you
get a comfortable and safe
limousine and a professional and
courteous chauffeur, enabling you
to take full-advantage of a relaxing
experience.
With almost 10 years of combined
transportation management
experience, we are prepared to
respond to the thorough details and
schedules of your trip.

SERVICES

Whether you are planning a
corporate event or a family
occasion, or simply you participate
to an event where personal image is
highly important, Oca Tours can
assist you put together your stylish
ground transportation plans.
Oca Tours can suit a variety of
transportation requirements,
whether you need a small sedan for
a quick trip or a passenger van or
bus to transport your group. We
provide planning and ground
transportation services for various
types of events, for all types of
customers, for any industry.

Oca Tours offers expert advice to
businesses interested in:
Consulting services for vehicles'
acquisition
Fleet management
Consulting on selling vehicles
We have the needed expertise and
the ability to provide
comprehensive services in a
dynamic allocation of your financial
resources.

Designation of chauffeurs for
driving the trucks or SUVs from
customer's car fleet
Our company, in order to optimize
customer's business, offers the
possibility of hiring chauffeurs to
drive the trucks / SUVs from the
customer's own car fleet, according
to a schedule established by
customer.

office@oca-tours.ro
Str. Lt. Petre Lintes, nr. 27,
sector 5, 050871, Bucuresti
+40 723 21 7073
+40 760 850 747

24/7
week days 09.00 - 18.00
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